Traditional anatomical studies of the parahippocampal region (PHR) defined the lateral portion into two subregions, the perirhinal (PRC) and parahippocampal (PHC) cortices. Based on this organization, several models suggested that the PRC and the PHC play different roles in memory through connections with different memory-related brain networks. To identify the key components of the human PHR, we used a well accepted connection-based parcellation method on two independent datasets. Our parcellation divided the PRC and PHC into three subregions, specifically, the rostral PRC, caudal PRC (PRCc), and PHC. The connectivity profile for each subregion showed that the rostral PRC was connected to the anterior temporal (AT) system and the PHC was connected to the posterior medial (PM) system. The transition area (PRCc) integrated the AT-PM systems. These results suggest that the lateral PHR not only contains functionally segregated subregions, but also contains a functionally integrated subregion.
Introduction
The parahippocampal region (PHR) is an interface region between the hippocampus and the neocortex located in the medial temporal lobe (MTL) (Squire and Zola-Morgan, 1991; Lavenex and Amaral, 2000; Squire et al., 2004) . The PHR has been implicated in many functions, including long-term memory (for reviews, see Squire et al., 2004; Eichenbaum et al., 2007) , working memory (Jeneson and Squire, 2012; , and perception (O'Neil et al., 2009; Barense et al., 2010) . Given these important and complex functions of the PHR, identifying its anatomical organization is necessary for expanding our understanding and studying the functional relevance of its subregions.
Based on the traditionally accepted parcellation scheme for the PHR [i.e., entorhinal cortex (ERC), perirhinal cortex (PRC), and parahippocampal cortex (PHC)] (Squire and Zola- Morgan, 1991; Insausti et al., 1998; Burwell, 2000; Ding and Van Hoesen, 2010; Kivisaari et al., 2013) , a considerable body of research has focused on searching for the functional segregation of the PRC and PHC (for reviews, see Davachi, 2006; Diana et al., 2007; Eichenbaum et al., 2007; Ranganath, 2010) . In particular, the well known memory-guided behavior model proposed by Ranganath and Ritchey (2012) suggested that the PRC and PHC are the core components of two memory-related brain networks, the anterior temporal (AT) and posterior medial (PM) systems, respectively. However, this existing anatomical description of the human PHR is coarse, so functional heterogeneity may exist within the PRC or PHC. First, based on cytoarchitecture and tract-tracing studies, more precise parcellation schemes of the PRC and PHC in monkey brains subdivided the PRC into 35, 36r, and 36c, and divided the PHC into TH and TF (Suzuki and Amaral, 1994a; Lavenex et al., 2002; Suzuki and Amaral, 2003; Saleem et al., 2007) . Specifically, area 36c serves as an interface for communication between the 36r and TF in monkeys, as indicated by tracer studies (Lavenex et al., 2002 (Lavenex et al., , 2004 . Second, although these may only be artifacts, some human fMRI studies found that, along an anterior-posterior axis, the most anterior and posterior portions of the PHR show significant functional differences (Köhler et al., 2005; Diana et al., 2010; Hayes et al., 2010; and the middle portion seems to have a mixture of functions (Litman et al., 2009; Staresina et al., 2011; Liang et al., 2013) . Therefore, these clues can be taken to indicate that the actual anatomical partition of the human PHR may be more fine grained than the existing definition and that an integration subregion between the anterior and posterior portions of the PHR may also exist.
Recently, methods based on connection-based parcellation (CBP) techniques have emerged as powerful tools for investigating the organization of the human brain (Cloutman and Lambon Ralph, 2012) . Noninvasive CBP techniques have been used to define functionally distinct brain regions that are highly consistent with traditional cytoarchitectonic findings (Johansen-Berg et al., 2004; Beckmann et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2014) . Conversely, tractography studies that used diffusion imaging have revealed functionally specialized subregions that exhibit a unique complement of connections (Bouhali et al., 2014; Neubert et al., 2014) . Therefore, a parcellation strategy based on diffusion MRI is feasible for unraveling the anatomical organization of the PHR and for testing whether a crossroad area exists between the anterior and posterior portions of the PHR.
The goal of this study was to reveal whether a transition area exists and serves as an interface between the anterior-posterior connections. For this purpose, using two independent datasets, we first used an in vivo anatomical CBP technology Neubert et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2014) to identify the fine-grained parcellation of the PHR and then investigated the differences in the connectivity patterns between each subregion using probabilistic fiber tracking and resting-state functional connectivity analysis.
Materials and Methods

Subjects
Two independent groups of healthy subjects were included in this study. Dataset 1 included 20 (10 males, age range, 17-20 years, age, 18.50 Ϯ 0.76 years, mean Ϯ SD) right-handed participants. Each subject was free of any psychiatric or neurological abnormalities. Informed consent was obtained from all subjects as approved by the local medical ethics committee of the University of Electronic Science and Technology of China. Dataset 2 included 10 participants (5 males, age 26 -35 years) and was obtained from Human Connectome Project (HCP) dataset (http://www. humanconnectomeproject.org/data/; Van Essen et al., 2013) .
Data acquisition
Dataset 1 provided diffusion tensor imaging (DTI), structural MRI, and resting-state fMRI data, which were obtained using a Signa HDx (General Electric) 3.0 tesla MR. The DTI scheme of Dataset 1 produced a collection of 64 images with non-colinear diffusion gradients (b ϭ 1000 s/mm 2 ) and 3 non-diffusion-weighted images (b ϭ 0 s/mm 2 ) using a single-shot echoplanar imaging (SE-EPI) sequence. For each participant, 75 slices were collected with repetition time (TR) ϭ 8500 ms, echo time (TE) ϭ 67.6 ms, field of view (FOV) ϭ 256 mm ϫ 256 mm, acquisition matrix ϭ 128 ϫ 128, flip angle (FA) ϭ 90°, and resolution ϭ 2 mm ϫ 2 mm ϫ 2 mm with no gap. Resting-state fMRI data were obtained using a gradient-echo single-shot EPI (GE-EPI) sequence with the following parameters: TR/TE ϭ 2000/30 ms, FA ϭ 90°, FOV ϭ 240 mm ϫ 240 mm, matrix ϭ 64 ϫ 64, slice thickness ϭ 3.4 mm, 0.6 mm gap, 39 transverse slices, and duration of 8 min. During the fMRI scans, all the subjects were instructed to keep their eyes closed, relax, and move as little as possible. Sagittal 3D T1-weighted images were also acquired with a brain volume (BRAVO) sequence with the following parameters: TR/TE ϭ 1.9/3 ms, inversion time (TI) ϭ 800 ms, FA ϭ 7°, FOV ϭ 256 mm ϫ 256 mm, in-plane resolution ϭ 1 mm ϫ 1 mm, slice thickness ϭ 1 mm with no gap, and 192 sagittal slices.
The methodological details, including the scanner information, diffusion image acquisition, and reconstruction for the HCP dataset are provided in Ugurbil et al. (2013) . In brief, the important parameters were TE/TR ϭ 89.5/5520 ms, FOV ϭ 210 mm ϫ 180 mm, FA ϭ 90°, 1.25 mm isotropic spatial resolution, six b ϭ 0, and three diffusion weightings (b ϭ 1000, 2000, and 3000 s/mm 2 ) images.
Data preprocessing
The diffusion and structural MR data were preprocessed using the FMRIB's Diffusion Toolbox (FMRIB Software Library, FSL version 5.0; http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/FSL) and the MINC Toolbox (http:// www.bic.mni.mcgill.ca/ServicesSoftware/MINC). First, a brain extraction was performed on the non-diffusion-weighted images (b ϭ 0 s/mm 2 ) using the brain extraction tool in FSL. Second, after being converted into the MINC format, the structural MR images were corrected for non-uniformity artifacts using the nonparametric non-uniform intensity normalization (N3) algorithm to improve the accuracy of the subsequent anatomical analyses. Next, the skull-stripped T1-weighted image from each subject was linearly transformed into the previously processed non-diffusion b0 image using the registration program (minctracc) available with MINC tools. This process provided a set of coregistered T1 images in native DTI space. Subsequently, each coregistered T1-weighted image in the diffusion space was first registered to the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) template using a linear (lsq9, i.e., 3 rotations, 3 translations, and 3 scales) transformation. Next, the linearly transformed T1-weighted images were nonlinearly warped into the MNI template using the automated nonlinear MRI registration package (MNI_ANIMAL) in MINC tools. Finally, the derived transformation parameters were inverted and used to warp the seed and target masks from MNI space to the native DTI space using a nearest neighbor interpolation.
Preprocessing of the resting-state fMRI data was performed using scripts provided by the 1000 Functional Connectome Project (www.nitrc.org/projects/fcon_1000) using both FSL and AFNI (Automated Functional NeuroImaging; http://afni.nimh.nih.gov/afni). The preprocessing steps consisted of the following: (1) discarding the first 10 vol-umes in each scan series to allow for signal equilibration, (2) performing slice-timing correction, (3) performing motion correction, (4) performing time-series de-spiking, (5) normalizing the mean-based intensity, (6) performing band-pass temporal filtering (0.005 Hz Ͻ f Ͻ 0.10 Hz), (7) removing linear and quadratic trends, (8) performing linear and nonlinear spatial normalization of the structural MR images to the MNI152 brain template, (9) coregistering the anatomical volume with the mean functional volume, and (10) performing nuisance signal regression (white matter, CSF, the global signal, and 6 motion parameters).
Finally, 4D residual time series data in individual space were acquired for each subject after the preprocessing. None of the participants had a head motion of Ͼ1.5 mm maximum translations in the x, y, and z directions or 1.5°in any angular rotation. To reduce the variability in the EPI time series due to susceptibility artifacts, temporal signal-to-noise ratio (TSNR) (Murphy et al., 2007) maps were calculated for each subject. The averaged TSNR map was then thresholded at 20 to generate a binarized mask in each individual space.
Definition of the PHR boundary
The seeds of the PHR region were defined manually on individual participant T1-weighted images from the DISPLAY software package (MacDonald, 1996) using criteria outlined in previous studies (Insausti et al., 1998; Pruessner et al., 2002; Huntgeburth and Petrides, 2012; Kivisaari et al., 2013; Frankó et al., 2014) (Fig. 1) . To avoid overestimating the boundary of the PHR, a conservative boundary was defined. In brief, the most anterior border of the PHR was defined as being 2 mm anterior to the most anterior coronal slice containing gray matter in the limen insulae or the most anterior slice in which the collateral sulcus was visible, whichever was more anterior. From the limen insulae to the end of the gyrus intralimbicus (i.e., the transition from the head to the body of the hippocampus), the medial and lateral borders were separately defined using the medial apex of the parahippocampal gyrus and the shoulder of the lateral bank of the collateral sulcus. After the disappearance of the gyrus intralimbicus in the posterior direction, the border only included the medial bank of the collateral sulcus and extended to the most medial aspect of the parahippocampal gyrus. The most posterior border of the PHR was defined as one slice posterior to the crus of the fornix. For each subject, the PHR mask was linearly registered to the individual fractional anisotropy image. Then, to obtain a mask for a group, the individual PHR masks were nonlinearly registered to the MNI standard template using SPM8.
Connectivity-based parcellation of the PHR
First, to estimate the connectivity probability, probabilistic fiber tracking was applied by sampling 5000 streamline fibers per voxel within the PHR in native diffusion space using a multiple fiber orientations model . The connectivity probability between the ith voxel and jth voxel was defined by the number of fibers passing through the two voxels. Next, the connections were estimated between the voxels in the PHR and all of the remaining voxels in the brain and were downsampled to 5 mm isotropic voxels to construct the native connectivity M-by-N matrix between all the PHR voxels (M) and the brain voxels (N). Finally, based on the above native connectivity matrix, a symmetric crosscorrelation M-by-M matrix was calculated to quantify the similarity between the connectivity profiles of each PHR seed.
Many previous methods, such as k-means clustering for the medial frontal cortex (Johansen-Berg et al., 2004) and the PCA/scree test for the occipital lobes (Thiebaut de Schotten et al., 2014) , have adopted clustering as a way to parcellate brain regions. In the current study, a spectral clustering algorithm (Von Luxburg, 2007) was applied to parcellate the PHR and no spatial constraint was applied when identifying the clusters. Spectral clustering is able to capture clusters that have complicated shapes (Von Luxburg, 2007) , making them suitable for parcellating the structure of complicated brain regions such as the PHR. In addition, the spectral clustering algorithm, which has been used successfully in our previous parcellations of various brain regions (Liu et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2014) , is less sensitive to spatial distance effects than k-means clustering.
To avoid arbitrarily choosing the number of clusters, we used crossvalidation to determine the number of clusters that yielded optimal consistency across the subjects. Specifically, as was done in previous studies (Liu et al., 2013; , a leave-one-out cross-validation method in which each subject's data were excluded from the averaging was performed. For each subject, we checked the consistency between the clustering results of the single and the average across the remaining subjects using Cramer's V (Cramér, 1999). Cramer's V has values in the interval [0, 1], in which higher values indicate better consistency (Cramér, 1999) . The intersubject consistency was checked for k ϭ 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 clusters. Next, the individual segmentation results were transformed into MNI standard space to create population probability maps. Maximum probability maps (MPMs) for each PHR subregion were created in MNI space to retain the quantitative information about intersubject variability.
The main goal of the PHR parcellation was to provide reliable subregions as a tool for neuroimaging studies. To accomplish this, the reproducibility of the connectivity-defined subregions was explored using an independent dataset. The parcellation processing procedures for Dataset 2 were identical to the methods that had been applied to Dataset 1, as described above.
Mapping connectivity patterns
Anatomical connectivity pattern of each PHR subregion. First, each subregion of the PHR was used as a seed area. To avoid an overlap between the different seed regions and possible across-subject averaging, we defined the seed masks of each PHR subregion only if the probability of their voxels in the potential PHR subregion was higher than any other PHR subregion with a probability Ͼ50%. According to this procedure, if a voxel was assigned to one of the PHR subregion seed masks, the probability of this voxel's being in this subregion must be Ͼ62.5% and the probability of this voxel's belong to other subregion must be Ͻ25%. Following this procedure could partially reduce the across-subject averaging issue that could potentially result from performing connectivity analyses on neighboring ROIs (each seed mask of PHR subregion; see Fig. 4b ). To prepare for the subsequent connectivity analysis, each seed mask was registered to the T1 space for each individual.
Probabilistic tractography for each seed region in each hemisphere in individual DTI space was performed by estimating the fiber orientations of each voxel. To reduce calculation error, 100,000 samples for each subject were drawn from the connectivity distribution (starting from the seed voxels in the PHR subregions). To reduce noise and facilitate the qualitative analysis, the connectivity probability value for each subject was thresholded using a connectivity probability at least 3.08 ϫ 10 Ϫ5 based on a previously published study (Rilling et al., 2008) ; that is, at least 3.08 of the 100,000 samples generated from each seed voxel were connected. The fiber tracts were then binarized and warped into standard MNI space based on the corresponding estimated transformations. We subsequently averaged the warped fiber tracts across the subjects to obtain population maps, which were then thresholded to display only those voxels that existed in at least 50% of the subjects.
Target areas. We combined the Dusseldor-Julich histological atlas (JHA; http://www.fz-juelich.de/JuBrain/EN/_node.html) (Zilles and Amunts, 2010), Brainnetome atlas (http://atlas.brainnetome.org/), and Harvard-Oxford cortical structural atlas (HOCSA; http://neuro.imm. dtu.dk/wiki/Harvard-Oxford_Atlas) to define the target areas using the following criteria. First, the target areas of the cerebral cortex were located using the Brainnetome atlas where available. Second, for those regions that have not yet been defined in the Brainnetome atlas, we used the JHA. Third, for those regions that have not yet been defined in the Brainnetome atlas or the JHA, we used the HOCSA. If these three atlases were discrepant from each other, the Brainnetome atlas was used preferentially. In total, 65 target regions were defined for each hemisphere.
Finally, to illustrate the differences in anatomical connectivity for each subregion, we mapped the population threshold maps from the probabilistic tractography for each subregion onto a map of the target regions. To test for the effect of within-subject factors on the "PHR subregions" and "target areas," multivariate analyses of variance with subsequent univariate ANOVAs and pairwise comparisons were performed to identify the specific differences between each pair of PHR subregional connection probabilities with the ipsilateral target areas. These statistical analyses were performed using SPSS version 22.0).
Functional connectivity pattern of each PHR subregion. We used the same definitions for the functional connectivity seed regions as those used in the anatomical connectivity. For the functional connectivity analysis, we used the method developed by . First, the functional residual time series data were registered to each individual T1 image using FMRIB's Linear Image Registration Tool (FLIRT) (df ϭ 6) (Jenkinson and Smith, 2001; Jenkinson et al., 2002) to prepare seeds for the time course extraction. Next, a functional connectivity map was computed for each subject space using the correlation coefficient between the mean time series for each seed (in their individual T1 image, unsmoothed) and that of each voxel in the whole brain (in their individual fMRI, 6 mm FWHM Gaussian smoothed) for each person. The correlation coefficients for each functional connectivity map were then normalized using Fisher's z-transform. Finally, to prepare for the subsequent group-level analyses, functional connectivity results maps were registered in a two-step process, first to the individual T1 images (df ϭ 6) and then to the MNI152 brain template (df ϭ 12).
Group level analyses were conducted in two steps. First, to identify brain regions that showed significant correlations with each subregion, each individual's z-values were entered into random-effects one-sample t tests in a voxelwise manner. Second, paired t tests were used to identify the precise regions that differed in their resting-state functional connectivity (RSFC) strengths between every pair of PHR subregions ipsilaterally. All of the resulting t-statistic images were thresholded at p (uncorrected) Ͻ0.005, and the size of the cluster, k Ͼ 67 voxels (536 mm 3 ), was used to achieve a corrected statistical significance of p Ͻ 0.01, as determined by AlphaSim correction.
Because the PHR is an important region of the MTL memory system, we wanted to investigate the connectivity pattern of the PHR subregions (omitting the ERC) with the hippocampus and the ERC, two regions within the MTL memory system. To examine the distribution of the functional connectivity of these PHR subregions along the anterior-posterior axis of the hippocampus and the ERC, we plotted the ␤-weighted connectivity strengths obtained from a normalized individual-level connectivity analysis for each subregion. The ROI for the hippocampus was extracted from the Harvard-Oxford subcortical atlas thresholded at 75% for each hemisphere and the one for the ERC was extracted from the above potential parcellation result.
Results
Connectivity-based parcellation
Applying a spectral clustering algorithm (Von Luxburg, 2007) to the features obtained by probabilistic tractography from the in vivo DTI data parcellated the PHR into two to eight subregions. Although no gold standard for selecting the cluster number has yet been determined, we selected the optimal cluster number using a cross-validation method based on the consistency of the clustering across the subjects. We found that a cluster number of four gave the highest consistency for the across-subjects clustering (Fig. 2) . The four distinct subregions with different connectivity patterns were identified in individual space for each subject. These results were transformed and combined into standard MNI brain space to create population-based (Fig. 3 ) and probability-based (Fig. 4a) parcellations of the PHR. The parcellation results for the HCP datasets (Fig. 5) were the same as those obtained using Dataset 1.
From the MPM of the PHR parcellation results, we were able to identify four separable subregions of the PHR (Fig.  3b,c) . Based on cross-species similarities in their topological distribution, these four subregions were named the rostral PRC (PRCr), caudal PRC (PRCc), PHC, and ERC. Compared with traditional cytoarchitectonic maps, the PRCr and PRCc (green and blue) constitute the traditional region PRC (the anterior boundary was defined as 2 mm rostral to the collateral sulcus or its appearance and the posterior boundary was defined as 6 mm caudal to the end of the gyrus intralimbicus (GIL) (Insausti et al., 1998; Ding and Van Hoesen, 2010; Frankó et al., 2014) . The anatomical landmark used to identify the PRCr and PRCc was the end slice of the hippocampalamygdaloidal transitional area. In addition, 2 mm posterior to the GIL, the PRCc shifted from the collateral sulcus to the parahippocampal gyrus. The boundary of the PHC (orange) in our results was the slice of the medial bank of the collateral sulcus from the GIL to 2 mm posterior to the crus of the fornix, a definition that is consistent with the traditional definition of the PHC region (Frankó et al., 2014) . The location of the ERC was the slice of the parahippocampal gyrus from the limen insula white matter to 2 mm posterior to the GIL, a definition that is also quite consistent with the previous cytoarchitectonically defined ERC (Insausti et al., 1998; Frankó et al., 2014) .
Unlike previous cytoarchitectonic studies (Insausti et al., 1998; Ding and Van Hoesen, 2010) , PHR areas 35 and 36 were not identified in the current study. In addition, recent studies using high-resolution fMRI data indicated that the ERC contains two subregions, the anterior-lateral and the posterior-medial (Maass et al., 2015; Navarro Schroder et al., 2015) . These differences between our study and the above ones may have been caused by our use of Cramer's V, which could have underestimated the variability. Perhaps the most important explanation for these differences may, however, may have been that the resolution of the current DWI data was not precise enough to segregate it into such small brain regions. The current study results were stable between the individuals within each population and can be used to explain recent fMRI findings about PHR function. We believe that, as the data spatial resolution increases, we will be able to obtain a more fine-grained anatomical structure of the PHR.
Anatomical connectivity patterns of PHR subregions
The anatomical connectivity patterns obtained from the average population maps of the probabilistic tractography results were mapped onto the MNI152 template with MRIcron. Each pattern indicates that the population probability of a voxel belonging to the pathway for each subregion was Ͼ50% (Figs. 6, 7) . The PRCr connected with the frontal pole, orbital frontal cortex, hip- Table 1 ).
pocampus, posterior cingulate cortex, anterior temporal regions, and visual regions via the inferior frontooccipital fasciculus (IFOF), posterior thalamic radiation (PTR), posterior corona radiate (PCR), anterior corona radiata, and the anterior limb of the internal capsule. The PRCc connected with the temporal pole, temporal fusiform gyrus, hippocampus, posterior cingulate cortex, precuneus, and visual regions via the IFOF, PTR, PCR, and the splenium of the corpus callosum (SOCC). The PHC connected with the temporal pole, inferior temporal lobe, fusiform region, hippocampus, posterior cingulate cortex, precuneus, and vision regions via the IFOF, PTR, PCR, and SOCC. The ERC connected with the temporal pole, PHR, hippocampus, and posterior cingulate regions by the IFOF and the crus of the fornix. In summary, the connectivity patterns of the PRCr, PRCc and PHC showed an anterior-posterior trend from the orbital frontal region to the visual region and the ERC was primarily connected with the PHR and the hippocampus (Figs. 6, 7) . The wiring diagram shows the population probabilistic tractography maps for each PHR subregion (Fig. 8) and indicates the connectivity patterns for each subregion (for details, see Table 1 ).
To quantify the differences in the anatomical connections across the four PHR subregions, the connection probabilities between the four PHR subregions and the 23 target regions were normalized for the size of each of the four subregions. The normalized connection probabilities were entered in pairwise comparisons, which revealed significant differences between these four PHR subregions in their connection patterns (Table 2) . Compared with the other three subregions, the PRCr showed higher probabilities of connection with the frontal pole, temporal pole, and orbital frontal regions. The PHC showed higher probabilities of connection with the inferior temporal, fusiform, and the V1 and V2 regions than the other three subregions. Compared with the other three subregions, the PRCc showed higher probabilities of connection with the hippocampus. In the V3 and V4 regions, the PHC showed higher connection probabilities than the PRCr or the ERC, but not a significant difference from the V3 and V4 connections of the PRCc. The PRCc showed higher connection probabilities with the left precuneus than did the PRCr or the ERC, but was not significantly different in this connectivity from the PHC. Using univariate ANOVAs and pairwise comparisons, differences in the PHR subregions with each ipsilateral target brain area, as well as the anatomical connections with the different targets among the PHR subregions, are shown. ϩ and Ϫ indicate the direction of the pairwise comparison. *Mean difference was significant at the 0.05 level.
Functional connectivity pattern of the PHR subregions Whole-brain RSFC of the PHR subregions
The left whole-brain RSFC pattern for each PHR subregion is displayed in Figure 9 . Given the similarity in the functional connectivity patterns of the left (Fig. 9 ) and the right (Fig. 10 ) PHRs, we focused on the left PHR subregions. The RSFC results for the cerebellum are not shown in the figures. The first analyses focused on separately characterizing the RSFC patterns for each PHR subregion (see the subfigures on the diagonal in Figs. 9, 10 ). In brief, the cortex of all the PHR subregions was positively functionally correlated with areas that included the MTL, medial frontal pole, and the lateral superior frontal and angular gyri and all of the subregions were negatively functionally correlated with areas that included BA 44/45/46 and the medial superior frontal and supramarginal gyri. Specially, unlike the three other subregions, the PRCr was positively functionally connected with the lateral orbital frontal cortex and did not connect functionally with the posterior cingulate or the precuneus. The PHC differed from the others in that it positively functionally connected with the dorsal portion of the precuneus and did not connect functionally with the medial orbital frontal cortex. The PRCc not only positively functionally connected with the medial orbital frontal cortex (the PRCr also connected, but the PHC did not), but also functionally connected with the posterior cingulate cortex and ventral precuneus (the PHC also connected, but the PRCr did not).
PHR subregional RSFC variations
In addition, paired t tests were used to reveal significant differences in functional connectivity between each pair of PHR subregions (see the up and down triangles in Figs. 9, 10 ). In brief, the greatest differences in RSFC strength between the four subregions were in the lateral orbital frontal cortex and the precuneus, which are important component regions in the AT-PM systems. Compared with the other three subregions, the PRCr showed greater RSFC strength with the ipsilateral lateral orbital frontal cortex, which is an important component of the AT system. In contrast, compared with other three subregions, the PHC had greater RSFC strength with the precuneus, which is an important component of the PM system. With respect to the precuneus, the PRCc showed greater RSFC strength than the PRCr, but lower RSFC strength than the PHC.
Functional connectivity distribution of the PRCr, PRCc, and PHC in the hippocampus and ERC
The PHR and hippocampus combine to form the MTL memory system. Anatomical studies in rodents (van Strien et al., 2009) Figure 9 . Functional connectivity pattern for each left PHR subregion and each left subregional RSFC variations. Shown are spatial distribution and paired difference maps of the RSFC patterns for the left PHR subregions. Statistical parametric maps are displayed using a statistic thresholded at p (uncorrected) Ͻ0.005 and cluster extent k Ͼ 67 voxels (536 mm 3 ) was used to achieve a corrected statistical significance of p Ͻ 0.01, as determined by AlphaSim correction. The RSFC and the relevant connection differences maps are projected onto a 3D brain surface with intensity scales representing the T-values. and nonhuman primates (Squire and Zola-Morgan, 1991) and functional connectivity studies in humans (Kahn et al., 2008; have all indicated that each subregion within the MTL system has different pathways. These previous findings motived us to determine whether the patterns in which each PHR subregion connected to the main regions of the MTL-important regions were different. Because the hippocampus is a very important region in the MTL memory system and the ERC is an important gateway between the hippocampus and the other PHR subregions, we focused on discovering the functional connectivity distributions of the PRCr, PRCc, and PHC in the hippocampus and the ERC. The functional connectivity strengths between the PRCr, PRCc, and PHC and the hippocampus are illustrated in Figure 11a . The PRCr showed stronger connectivity with the anterior hippocampus, the PHC showed stronger connectivity with the posterior hippocampus, and the PRCc showed a connectivity strength that was intermediate between the PRCr and PHC in all the hippocampal slices. For the ERC, as illustrated in Figure 11b , the PRCr showed more functional connectivity with the anterior portion of the ERC, whereas the PRCc and PHC showed stronger functional connectivity with the posterior portion of the ERC. This anterior and posterior difference in the functional connectivity pattern of the ERC is consistent with the findings of recent functional subregions and topography in human ERC studies (Maass et al., 2015; Navarro Schroder et al., 2015) . Interestingly, the functional connectivity between the PHC and the ERC was less strong than that between the PRCc and the ERC.
In summary, we observed that the PRCc was a distinct area in terms of its connectivity profiles. First, the PRCc did not connect functionally to the lateral orbitofrontal area, that is, to the specific area to which the PRCr is functionally connected, or to the dorsal portion of the precuneus cortex; that is, to the specific area to which the PHC is functionally connected (Figs. 9, 10) . Second, the PRCc showed a median level of functional connectivity with most slices of the hippocampus, whereas the PRCr and the PHC showed strong functional connectivity with the anterior and the posterior hippocampus, respectively (Fig. 11a) . Because a series of studies has indicated that the hippocampus shows functional specialization along its long axis (for a recent review, see Poppenk et al., 2013) , the PRCc can logically be regarded as a subregion that is distinct from the PRCr or the PHC. We found that, indeed, the PRCc is a distinct subregion with a connectivity pattern that is distinct from those of either the PRCr or the PHC.
Discussion
The current study, unlike traditional PHR parcellations, consistently identified four major subregions in the PHR in two independent spatial resolution datasets (Figs. 3, 5) . Specifically, a widely studied area of the PHR, which is traditionally separated into the PRC and PHC (Eichenbaum et al., 2007; for reviews, see Diana et al., 2007) , could be subdivided into the PRCr, PRCc, and PHC. The PRCc was found to be a transition region in the PHR in terms of its connectivity profiles. For the first time, we were able to obtain a well defined parcellation of the human PHR using diffusion MRI. This parcellation scheme should improve our understanding of the anatomical, connectivity, and functional characteristics of the PHR.
Anatomical and connectional organization of the PHR subregions
Our PRCr corresponds to the rostral portion of the PRC as it was anatomically defined using cytoarchitectonic (Insausti et al., 1998; Thangavel et al., 2008 ), myeloarchitectonic (Sewards, 2011 , and modern neuroanatomical techniques (Ding and Van Hoesen, 2010) (Ding and Van Hoesen, 2010) and our PRCc corresponds to the caudal portion of the previously defined PRC. No existing anatomical description corresponds to a rostral-caudal division of the PRC in humans as far as we know, but monkeys have a rostral (36r) and caudal (36c) subdivision of area 36 in the main body of the PRC. In addition, the anterior-posterior topographic relationship that we identified as the PRCr, PRCc, and PHC in the human lateral PHR is consistent with the relationship between areas 36r, 36c, and TF in monkeys (Suzuki and Amaral, 1994a, 2003; Saleem et al., 2007) .
The connectivity profiles of the PRCr and PHC are broadly consistent with prior evidence from tracer studies in monkeys indicating the presence of parallel pathways that were distinguished by a greater number of projections to the 36r compared with those of the TF (Suzuki and Amaral, 1994a; Lavenex et al., 2002) . In addition, the connectivity profiles for the PRCr and PHC also, respectively, match the traditional PRC and PHC connectivity profiles obtained by human resting-state functional connectivity ROI analyses .
The location of the ERC in our result resembles that of Brodmann area 28 (Brodmann, 1909), as well as what has often previously been called the EC or ERC (Insausti et al., 1998; Pruessner et al., 2002; Amunts et al., 2005) . In the current study, the ERC had a major connection with the hippocampus and with other regions of the PHR, RSC, and posterior cingulate cortex. This finding is consistent with the anatomical pathway of the ERC from tracer studies in nonhuman primates (Suzuki and Amaral, 1994a, 1994b) and rodents (Burwell and Amaral, 1998; van Strien et al., 2009 ). The review paper by Lavenex and Amaral (2000) and recent human studies (Maass et al., 2015; Navarro Schroder et al., 2015) suggested that the connections of the ERC mean that it is an important funnel for information flow in the neocortex, PHR, and hippocampus. Therefore, the position and the connections of the ERC in our result make it similar to the traditional ERC.
Transition area within the PHR integrating the anterior temporal-posterior medial systems
The intermediate area made up of the traditional PRC and PHC is located in the PHR and has always been considered to be merely a relay for transferring information between the neocortex and the hippocampus (Lavenex and Amaral, 2000) . Previous studies suggested that the PRC and PHC are structurally and functionally distinct regions and belong to two separate networks (Kahn et al., 2008; Catani et al., 2013) . The model proposed by Ranganath and Ritchey (2012) suggested that the PRC and the PHC are respective core components of the AT and PM systems, both of which are associated with memory-guided behavior. The current findings are similar to those suggested by the AT-PM model, but provide two additional insights. First, the current study defined the core components of the AT systems within the PHR as belonging to the PRCr rather than to the traditional, larger, and thus less concise PRC area. Second, in the PHR we identified a subarea that we termed the PRCc between the PRCr and the PHC that seems to integrate the AT-PM networks.
Compared with the parcellation protocol for the PHR based on tract-tracing studies in animals (Suzuki and Amaral, 1994a; Lavenex et al., 2002; Suzuki and Amaral, 2003) , the dichotomized scheme dividing the lateral human PHR into the PRC and PHC is coarse. In the current study, we have parcellated the human PRC into the PRCr and PRCc based on its anatomical connectivity profiles. Therefore, the portion based on the coarse anatomical description of the PRC and PHC organization within the AT-PM model may need to be improved. The AT system takes the PRC as the core component and the connectivity pathway extends to the ventral temporopolar area, lateral orbitofrontal cortex, and anterior hippocampus (Ranganath and Ritchey, 2012) . Consistent with this pathway, our results showed that the PRCr was connected with a network that overlapped the AT system. Similarly, the PM system takes the PHC-RSC as the core component and the connectivity pathway extends to include the posterior cingulate, precuneus, lateral parietal cortex, and posterior hippocampus (Ranganath and Ritchey, 2012) . Our findings showed that the PHC was connected with a pathway that primarily overlapped with the PM system. Because of the similarity between the PRCr and the PHC and their connected networks and the AT-PM system, we suggest that the PRCr and the PHC may be the core nodes of the AT and PM systems within the PHR, respectively (Fig. 12 ).
In the current study, we observed that the PRCc connected with many of the components of both the AT and PM networks, indicating that it is a transition area between the PRCr and the PHC. This organization has similarities with area 36c, which is in a similar location to the PRCc in humans, in that area 36c serves as an interface for communication between the 36r and the TF in monkeys, as indicated by tracer studies (Lavenex et al., 2002 (Lavenex et al., , 2004 . Although the current research did not include any task research, some clues can be gained from recent task fMRI studies (Litman et al., 2009; Staresina et al., 2011; Liang et al., 2013) , which could be taken to indicate that the middle subarea, the PRCc, may integrate the specific functions of the PRCr and PHC. For example, Staresina et al. (2011) found that the middle parahippocampal gyrus region was activated by both object and scene trials, whereas the anterior and posterior parahippocampal gyrus regions were activated by only object or scene trials, respectively. Other studies found two additional patterns of activation along an anterior-posterior axis in that they identified a consistent phenomenon in which the middle parahippocampal gyrus region responded to a mixture of both visual object and visuospatial information, whereas the anterior and posterior portions responded to either visual object or visuospatial information, respectively (Litman et al., 2009; Liang et al., 2013) . Of course, these phenomena may have resulted from group averaging or from smoothing in the fMRI studies. Further studies will be needed to investigate the effects of averaging and smoothing. The parcellation, connectivity pattern, and functional studies described above all suggest that the PRCc is a transition region between the PRCr and PHC, integrating the information from the PRCr and PHC. Finally, we suggest that the PRCc may combine the different types of information from the AT and PM systems (via the PRCr and the PHC), passing them through the posterior portion of the ERC (Fig. 11b) to the hippocampus (Fig. 12) .
Conclusion
In the current study, we redefined the cartography of the human PHR and identified a transition subarea based on distinct anatomical and functional connectivity profiles. We found that the core components of the AT and PM systems that connect with the PHR are the PRCr and the PHC and that the transition subregion (the PRCc) is a functionally integrated subregion that integrates the AT-PM systems. This may lead to new insights into the human memory system and related neurodegenerative diseases.
